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The cross tabulation table shows that  As Manrai et al. Different Advertising appeals used in Advertisements
The message by the advertiser is the most important thing in Advertising. It is evident from the cross
tabulation that  Therefore the strength of correlation indicates an association which lies between moderate and
weak. Hierarchy of Effects Model. Ayanwale, Taiwo Alimi and Matthew A. This appeal attempts to build on
the personal and social aspects of an individual. The most important component of any advertisement is
advertising appeal. Chi-square Tests are used to verify there is a statistically significant relationship between
two nominal variables. The most vital element that describes prospective customer who purchases a particular
product or service is advertising message. Perception regarding the product is formed by the appeal in any
advertisement. Advertising 10 Future Research This research may further be followed by students because this
is a very vast topic and can be continue in future studies as a source of information. Erlbaum, Hillsdale, NJ. In
this way an answer was sought to the question of what kind of a connection there is between the ideological
bias of the conservative Islamic and mainstream newspapers and the content of the advertisements which they
include. Different types of advertising appeals are used by companies to encourage individuals to buy their
products Fathi and Marwan,  Consumer perception of a brand can be in positive or in negative that depends
upon the type of advertising appeal used. Advertisements with appeals more expressive of collective values
were prevalent in newspapers with a conservative Islamic ideological bias, while the mainstream newspapers
contained more advertisements with appeals which expressed individualistic values. Data Analysis Validity
and Reliability Questionnaires are carefully prepared in order to make sure that they remain reliable. The
strength of correlation indicates closer to weak relationship. Most companies choose an emotional appeal in
their ad to aim the emotional aspects of consumers like some occasions, family lifestyle, relationships, social
gathering etc. Hence accept H1. Brand Preference Measure of brand loyalty in which a consumer will choose a
particular brand in presence of competing brands, but will recognize substitutes if that brand is not available.
Then these two broad appeals are further classified into music, humor, fear, sex, romantic, statistic,
comparison, adventure, and band wagon appeals etc. Advertising Appeal: 1. Advertising 4 Literature Review
Definitions of Advertisement: 1. The questionnaire will be administered to people living in different part of
the city. Ideological media bias and advertising: differentiation of advertising appeal usage between
mainstream and conservative islamic print media in Turkey This study has the aim of determining whether
there is a distinction in advertisements and their message appeal between those in the conservative Islamic
media which have recently gained much popularity in Turkey and those in what can be Consumer response to
different advertising appeals for new products: The moderating influence of branding strategy and product
category involvement. Weak association can be seen. The companies show advertisements of their products to
influence consumers towards a brand.


